Electronic Labeling System
FOR THE OFFICE

Model PT-350

SALE
Regular Price $14.99
Sale Price $9.99

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL THE BROTHER FAX-BACK SYSTEM
1-800-521-0896 OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT http://www.brother.com

We're at your side.

brother
"EXTRA" means Extra Labeling Flexibility

P-Touch® Electronic Labeling Systems have revolutionized the way people organize themselves and their business. By creating professional-looking, laminated, adhesive-backed labels, P-Touch machines have been working wonders in homes, offices, stores, warehouses...everywhere.

Now the P-Touch "Extra" line offers more fonts, wider tape, 5 built-in bar codes and extra large printing. Our patented laminated tape also features exceptional durability against heat, cold, abrasion, spills and general rough handling. It's perfect for name badges, files, floppy disks, presentations and a million other uses.

P-Touch "Extra": a bold new frontier in electronic labeling.

5 DIFFERENT LABEL WIDTHS

1/4" TAPE (6mm)
3/8" TAPE (9mm)
1/2" TAPE (12mm)
3/4" TAPE (18mm)
1" TAPE (24mm)

VERTICAL PRINTING

Ideal for video cassettes and book spines.

UNDERLINING

TEXT UNDERLINING Emphasizes important words or thoughts.

NEW!

TEXT FRAMING 6 kinds of special design framing adds eye-catching attention to everything you write.

MIRROR PRINTING

Perfect for applying to the inside of windows.

12 Type Styles

Normal
Italic Normal
Bold
Italic Bold
Outline
Italic Outline
Shadow
Italic Shadow
Solid
Italic Solid
Outline & Shadow
Italic Outline & Shadow

6 Type Sizes

ABCDEF
HJKL
MNB
CDEFGH
IJKLM
Nabcdefgh

6 Point
10 Point
13 Point
19 Point
26 Point
38 Point

Prints 259 Characters and Symbols (not all shown)

PT-350 QUALITY FEATURES:

- Easy to read 12 character by 2 line LCD display lets you edit and correct errors
- Prints up to 4 lines
- Prints in 3 fonts
- Prints 5 additional 38 pt. title fonts
- Prints 6 character sizes, 2 character widths
- Prints 12 type styles
- Prints most commonly-used bar code protocols
- QWERTY typewriter-style keyboard
- Prints vertically and horizontally
- Text underlining and fancy framing
- Prints mirror image

- Auto numbering and repeat printing: up to 99 copies
- 2,000 character memory
- Prints in English, Spanish, French and Portuguese
- Includes: 6 "AA" alkaline batteries, 1 pack on clear 1/2"(12mm) x 26'(8m) tape and tape separator / lettering stick
- Unit Dimensions: 6.8"x7.9"x2"
- Unit Weight: 1.51 lbs. (700 gm)
- Without batteries
- UPC Code: 012502524809

PRINTS VARIOUS COLORS

1" Tape (24mm)
- Black on white
- Black on yellow
- Black on red
- Black on green
- Black on blue
- Black on orange
- Black on yellow
- Red on white
- White on black
- Gold on black
- Gold on orange

3/4" Tape (18mm)
- Black on clear
- Black on red
- Black on white
- Black on yellow
- Black on green
- Black on blue
- Black on orange
- Black on fluorescent orange

1/2" Tape (12mm)
- Black on clear
- Black on white
- Black on red
- Black on blue
- Black on orange
- Black on fluorescent orange

1/4" Tape (6mm)
- Black on clear
- Black on white
- Black on red
- Black on blue
- Black on orange
- Black on fluorescent orange

Tapes and font sizes shown here are smaller than actual size.